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Formal Investigation Firefighter/ Paramedic Allen Savoie— Final Report

Formal Investigation

Firefighter/ Paramedic Allen Savoie
Final Report

FORMAL INVESTIGATION FINDINGS:   " SUSTAINED"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS:

Firefighter/ Paramedic ( Firefighter) Allen Savoie responded to a medical call for service at 2498 Shelby
Circle, Kissimmee, FL at approximately 0200 hours on September 30, 2016. Fire Dispatch reported to
the responding crew of Rescue 12 ( via the CAD narrative for Event # 16- 274- 0016 — attached as
Appendix A) the caller advised of a 49 year- old male that was " passed out in the corner" but was now

awake and breathing.  Rescue 12' s crew consisted of Firefighter Brad Niederpruem  ( driver)  and
Firefighter Allen Savoie ( Paramedic). According to Firefighter Savoie' s Patient Care Report Narrative
on Incident Report 160009853 ( Appendix B) upon arrival, Rescue 12' s crew found " no patient" at the
scene — which Savoie documented by writing " R12 AOS TO FIND NO PT."

Later that same day, at approximately 1100 hours, B- shift crews from Station 12 responded to the
same address for a reported possible  " no code/ no vitals"  patient ( Appendix C —  Incident Report
160009861). Upon arrival, Station 12' s crew members found the same 49 year- old male patient from
Savoie' s earlier incident in cardiac arrest. It was determined that recitation efforts would have been
futile so they were not attempted. According to statements from Engine 12' s & Rescue 12' s crew
members, to include Lieutenant Thomas Carruth, Engineer Justin Kennard, Engineer Kris Klemm ( who
was working as the Paramedic on Rescue 12 on a time- trade), and Firefighters Devin Sprenger and
Matthew Kahle ( all attached as Appendix D) there was a female subject on the scene, later identified as
the deceased patients sister, in a state of distress stating " the crew from last night didn' t even take his
vitals."

Lt. Carruth immediately notified Battalion Chief Duane Hunter of what had happened who then informed
Fire Chief Jim Walls and Health and Safety Chief Karen Hunter, Chief Walls requested Battalion Chief
Hunter to complete an " informal inquiry' into the situation and in turn Chief Hunter asked Station 12( B)' s
crew members to send him memos as to what happened ( Appendix D). In turn, Chief Walls requested
statements from Firefighters Savoie and Niederpruem ( Appendix E & F) through Acting Battalion Chief
Dan Dodd. After review of these memos and in light of the seriousness of the situation, Chief Walls
ordered a Formal Investigation be completed to determine if a violation of City or KFD policy and/ or
EMS Protocols had occurred. Chief Walls ordered the investigation be conducted by Deputy Fire Chief
Jeremy Donovan.
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On October 5, 2016 Firefighter Savoie was issued an official Notice of Intent ( NOI) to Investigate letter
Appendix G) drafted by Chief Donovan for allegations of possible policy violations. As stated in the

letter, the investigation process was to be led by Chief Donovan in accordance with Florida State Statute
112. 82 ( Firefighter Bill of Rights), and City of Kissimmee Administrative Rules and Regulations. This official
NOI letter was issued to Firefighter Savoie by Acting Chief Dan Dodd at Fire Station 12. Acting Chief Dodd
read the letter out loud to Firefighter Savoie, who then signed a form acknowledging receipt of the letter( also
Appendix G). Firefighter Savoie was also issued his Firefighter Bill of Rights and signed the same ( Appendix
H).  Firefighter Savoie was ordered not to discuss,  mention,  or communicate anything related to the
investigation with any member of the Department, ( excluding Union representative) until the conclusion of the
investigation. In the NOI, Firefighter Savoie was also advised of possible outcomes based on the findings
related to this investigation to include disciplinary action up to and including termination. Later, in a letter
dated October 24, 2016, Firefighter Savoie was notified that his interrogation was scheduled for October 261h
while he was on duty at 1030 hours in Fire Administration ( Appendix I).

INTERROGATION PROCEEDINGS:

Firefighter/ Paramedic Allen Savoie

Interrogation of Firefighter/ Paramedic Allen Savoie was conducted in accordance with the Florida
Statute 112. 80 ( Firefighter Bill of Rights) and the City of Kissimmee Rules and Regulations. The
interrogation occurred on October 26,  2016 at approximately 1100 hours in the Administration
Conference Room at the City of Kissimmee Fire Department Administrative offices located at 101
Church St., Suite 200, Kissimmee Florida, 34741. The Interrogation start time was delayed due to call
volume.  Firefighter/ Paramedic Allen Savoie was present alone and chose not to include a Union
representative.  Chief Donovan led the interrogation and operated the digital voice recorder.  The
interrogation lasted approximately 35 minutes and ended at approximately 1140 hours. The full list of
questions asked is included as Appendix J.

Portions of note through the interrogation:

Starting at the [ 02: 00] time mark of the interrogation, Firefighter Savoie confirms he did write report
160009853 ( Appendix B) on September 30 and goes on the explain why he didn' t initially include the
information he provided in his October 2 memo ( Appendix E) in this report.

Starting at the [ 9: 30] time mark, FF Savoie explains why he didn' t document the encounter as a patient
refusal. He states that he has been doing these " no patient" reports this way for years and has never
been questioned until now. Furthermore he explains that he feels that less detail in these reports is
better so his " words can' t be turned around."

Starting at the  [ 14: 15]  time mark,  Firefighter Savoie confirms he is aware of KFD SOG 200. 15
Appendix K) specifically 200. 15. 09 & 200. 15. 15 which state in part" a patient shall be identified as any

person for whom a Fire Department unit was dispatched to provide care" and " each patient care report
shall contain a descriptive narrative that accurately reports the events of the incident" respectfully. He
goes on to confirm he is aware of the Osceola County EMS Protocols ( Appendix L), specifically the
Refusal of Care sections and how to document the same. He also confirms he recalled Chief Karen
Hunter reiterating the importance of proper documentation in the Emergency Pro 5. 0 RMS training she
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conducted earlier this year. And finally,  he confirms he' s aware of Section 22. 2( A) 4 of the City of
Kissimmee Administrative Rules and Regulations ( Appendix M) which states in part " negligence in
performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard Operating Procedure ( S. O. P.)" is considered a
City Group I offense.

At the [ 17: 50] time mark when asked: " Yes or no, do you see where your failure to properly document
these patient refusals could be considered a violation of KFD SOG 200. 15 and Osceola County EMS
Protocols?" Firefighter Savoie stated yes.

Then when asked: " Yes or no, do you see where your failure to properly document these patient
refusals could be considered a violation of City Policy 22. 2 A. 4. which states in part " negligence in
performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard Operating Procedure ( S. O. P.)" Firefighter Savoie
stated yes.

INTERROGATION RECORDINGS:

The real time digital audio recordings have been transferred to CD- ROM and have been provided as
part of this Formal Investigation Final Report.

The actual electronic digital voice recordings related to this investigation have been stored and filed
electronically in the Formal Investigations file at the City of Kissimmee Fire Department.   With the
conclusion of this Formal Investigation, the complete written and electronic copy of the Final Report will
be forwarded to the Personnel Department for records retention requirements under State of Florida
Statutes.

CONCLUSION OF INVESTIGATION:

In conclusion of this formal investigation,  the records and interrogations confirmed that Firefighter
Savoie had in fact did not follow the EMS Protocols and SOG 200. 15 when he chose not to document
the encounter on Incident # 160009853 as a " patient refusal" and therefore in turn violated City Policy
22. 2 A. 4 which states in part negligence in performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard
Operating Procedure ( S. O. P.)" which is a Class I violation.

Though everything was considered and carefully reviewed in this investigation, the following elements
listed below were key-factors in reaching the determination of this Formal Investigation' s findings as
SUSTAINED" and violation of City Administrative Rules and Regulations have occurred.

Firefighter Savoie' s own description of the events that occurred at the medical call for service at
2498 Shelby Circle,  Kissimmee,  FL at approximately 0200 hours on September 30,  2016
describe what I believe would be considered a " patient" per the Osceola EMS Protocols, which
states on page 1- 2, item 3 " a patient shall be considered any person who is requesting ( or has
had a request made on their behalf) medical attention or medical assistance and item 4 " a
patient encounter shall be considered any event where EMS interaction has occurred with any
patient as defined above." They were called to the scene for a subject that had, according to the
person that called, " passed out."

Firefighter Savoie' s October 2ntl memo ( Appendix E) details the encounter very well, however he
failed to include this detail in his original report (Appendix B). Firefighter Savoie explains that he
feels that less detail in these reports is better so his " words can' t be turned around" against him.
This statement is in direct conflict with SOG 200. 15. 15 which states, in part, " each patient care
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report shall contain a descriptive narrative that accurately reports the events of the incident" His
argument is that there was " no patient," but as I describe above, I believe there most certainly
was a " patient" as defined by the EMS protocols.

This concludes the Formal Investigation into Firefighter/ Paramedic Savoie' s actions on September 30,
2016 and my signature indicates that I have attempted to provide a truthful, accurate, and appropriate
representation of the events into this investigative matter to the best of my professional ability.

Jeremy F. Donovan November 3, 2016

Deputy Fire Chief
City of Kissimmee Fire Department
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: CAD narrative for Event# 16- 274- 0016

Appendix B: Incident Report 160009853 ( redacted)

Appendix C: Incident Report 160009861 ( redacted)

Appendix D: Memos from Station 12( B)' s Crew Members dated September 30, 2016

Appendix E: Memo Firefighter Savoie dated October 2, 2016

Appendix F: Memo Firefighter Niederpruem dated October 2, 2016

Appendix G: Notice of Investigation ( NOI) & Receipt of NOI dated October 5, 2016

Appendix H: Firefighter Savoie' s Firefighter Bill of Rights signed October 5, 2106

Appendix I: Notice of Interrogation dated October24, 2016

Appendix J: Firefighter Savoie' s Formal Investigation Questions

Appendix K: KFD SOG 200. 15 Incident Reporting

Appendix L: Osceola County EMS 2012 Protocols

Appendix M: City Rules and Regulations Section 22.0
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CITY OF KISSIMMEE FIRE Sao: ao161a4 35
KHFxLrR

DEPARTMENT

Event Report

Event ID: 16- 274- 0016 all Rein: 750 Date/ rime Received: 119.30.'211160156: 49

Sets ice Invoked

Rep'"  160009853 Call Source: W911 Prime R12Unit:  SAVOIE. AI. I EN LAW FIRE

Location: 2498 SHELM. CIR 5)( NISHEI. I3V PLACE AI LAKESIDE

1It4J- WILL ST Jur: C Al) Service: 19121: Agency: K1' D
x- SI''    SW/III ,ST

St' B< at: K12 Dlstnct: KI' D RA: 12C1

Business: Phone:

Nature: I LNCONSCIOUS OR FAINTING Alarm INF: 1 I' riorip: 3 Medical Priority: 31\ 01

Caller: ilIS
Alarm: Call baker:  BARIVFRA

Addr: 2498 SHELBY LIR Phone: IlleSli Alarm Type:   Console 22325

Vehicle:  Sr Report Only: No Race:      Sex:    Age:

Geo- Veriticd Addr: Yes Nature Summary( ode: Disposition: 11N Close Comments:

IPROQAI 49- year-old. Male. Not Conscious. Breathing- II nscioas l Fainting( Near) Code: 31- A- I: Fainting episode(sl
and alert= 35 rx ithout cardiac history) Caller Statement: unconscious I_ Ila breathing is completely normal. 2. Ile is no

Notes longer unconscious. 3_ Ile i. completely alert( responding appy puatclvL 4. Ile is changing color. 5. ilk color change is red.
6. I lc ha. no history of Dart problems. [ 09, 30 16 02: 02: 13 B 1RI ERA 49 eco male passed out in the corner 1 0 95 11- 1 6
01: 57: 40 BARIVERAI

Times

Call Reccic ed: 09: 30: 2016 0196 49 lime From Call Received

Call Routed 09. 30: 2016 01: 57: 14 000: 1) 0: 25 Unit Reaction: 000: 18: 32 / Int Uivparth to / sr. bri e)

Call Take Finished- 09; 30201602: 01: 57 000: 05: 08 En- Route: ( 100: 02: 26 Oct Dispatch to Iss, Ln- Route

Ist Dispatch: 091. 1 . 2016111. 58: 19 000 0110 ( ime Heidi:    On- Scene: 000: 3245 IIt -Donut to hat Clear,

1st En- Route 09; 30, 201602_:00: 45 000: 03: 56

1st Arrive: 09ffiVA11602: 1651 000: 20: 02 ( Reaction 9irttw:

Iaot Clear: 119. 3020160249: 36 000: 52: 47

Radio Log
Unit Fmp1 II)     I ne Description Time Stamp Comments Close Code User

R12 El 84 I)      1) 4-patched 099020160158: 19 Rtal/ Beal K12 BARIVI: RA

4: 12 1' 154 I)      Dispatched 09, 30 2016 01: 58: 19 StakBeat- K12 BARIVFRA

1212   [ 184 E 44-1- Rouse 09; 30^_0160200'35 Unit: R12

F   11154 X Canceled 09- 30201602: 0259 R12 TO HANDLE BARIVFRA

R12 F184 A Arri' ed 09130201602: 1! 51 IArri see Button]      BARIVCRA

RI2 F184 C Cleared 09/ 30: 2016 02: 49: 36 1' IN BARIVERA

Event Log
close dwr

al It Txpe Dose,   lime Stamp Comment.  
rode

IR I ime Received
0 93 112 0 1 6

lly: HAI
IIARIVIRA

01: 56: 49

I: A1 IInletecl Street
09/ 302016

2341 FORK NR RI)  BAR IVIIRA
015609

1R Vet lied Street
09: 302016

2498 SI I10. 13Y CIR BARIVIIItA

01: 5657

EN Reared Nature 09: 3( P2EMS BA RI VI.RA
01: 57: 144

NIPSMeded_ I' ri. Stalled
09: 30. 2016

Case Started I3ARI VP.RA
01: 57: 14

A
http:// oncsolutionops. inlra. luasimmee. org/ opcenter/ CAD/ EvcntReport. aspx7inci_ id- 16274_.   9/ 30/ 2016



Inc# 160009853 Date: 9/ 30/ 2016 EMS ID: 4901; FDID: 26012

EmergencyPRO arse
By Beamed Syslrn Memationat Inc.

Kissimmee Fire Department

101 Church Street

Suite 200

Kissimmee, FL 34741- 5065

Phone: 61071 518- 2222

Incident

Incident Date: 09/ 30/ 2016 01: 56:49 Incident Number: 160009853

Incident Location: 2498 SHELBY CCR KIS, OSCEOLA 34743

Patient of; RESCUE 12; Shift: A

Incident Details

Type Service Requested: 911 Response ( EMS Scene Call) Incident location: 2498 SIIFI. BY CIR
KIS, OSCEOLA, FI. 34743 KU

Nature of call as dispatched: Unknown Medical

Disposition: Non- Transport No Patient Found Responded From: Fire Station

09/ 30/ 2016 01: 56: 49 Call Received

09/ 30/ 2016 01: 58: 19 Time Dispatched

09/ 30/ 2016 02: 00: 45 Time En route

09/ 30/ 2016 02: 06: 00 Arrive Location

09/ 30/ 2016 02: 15: 36 Time Available

Response to scene: No Lights and Sirens

lead Crew Member: SAVOIE, ALIEN EMT- Paramedic( PMD525869)

Crew Member 2: NIEDERI' RUEM, BRAD EMT-Basic( EMT308438)

Assisting
ENGINE 12 Dispatched: 09/ 30/ 2016 01: 58: 19 Available: 09/ 30/ 2016 02: 02: 59;

Local

Zone Respond From: FDST12CTY.

NFIRS

Exposure #: 000 Incident Type 321 EMS call. Includes calls when the patient refuses

treatment. Excludes vehicle accident with injury ( 322) and pedestrian struck ( 323). Action
Taken: 31 Provide first aid & check for injuries

N None

Property Use: 4 19 1 or 2 family dwelling
RESPONDING UNITS:

Suppression [ Apparatus: 0 Personnel: 01

EMS [ Apparatus: I Personnel: 21

Other [ Apparatus:0 Personnel: 0i

8
Human Factors Involved: N None

Other Factors Involved: N None

Printed By: DONOVAN. JEREM...       Printed: 10/ 31/ 2016 Page I of 2



Inc# 160009853 Date: 9/ 30/ 2016 EMS ID: 4901: FIND: 26012

Lmpression: NN None/ no patient/ refused Condition of Patient: 1 Improved

ensus Tract:

rew Signatures

igned by SAVOIE, ALLEN EMT- Paramedic ( PMD525869) at 09/ 30/ 2016 02: 16: 49
ast modified by KILMER, TRACY EMT- Paramedic ( PMD16232) at 10/ 02/ 2016 20: 35: 23

I Created with Emergency- Pro; Copyright® 1994- 2012 f ocumed Systems International Inc J

Printed By: DONOVAN. ii REM...       Printed: 10/ 31/ 2016 Page 2 of 2



Inc 60009861 Date: 9/ 30/ 2016 EMS ID: 4901; FDID: 26012

arN
EmergencyPRO JBy Dacurrd Systems InternebonW Inc.

Kissimmee Fire Department

101 Church Street

Suite 200

Kissimmee, H. 34741- 5065

Phone:( 407) 518- 2222

Incident

Incident Date: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 02: 57 Incident Number. 16000986/

Incident Location: 2498 SHELBY CIR KIS, OSCEOLA 34743

Patient 1 of 1; RESCUE 12; Shift: B

Treatment (Protocol: Cardiac Arrest)

11: 24: 00 Pulse: 0 GCS: I None; 1 None; I None= 3

Resp: 0 Pain Severity: Not Applicable

Respiratory Effort: Absent Responsiveness: Unresponsive

11: 24: 231 ECC- 4 lead , KLEMM, KRISTOPHER EMT- Paramedic ( PMD521231) ( Unchanged)

paddles)

N/ A     ] No Medications Done

N/ A   - No Venous Access

Impression

Primary Impression: Obvious death Secondary Impression: Cardiac arrest Other
Impressions: Respiratory arrest

Incident Details

ype Service Requested: 911 Response ( EMS Scene Call) Incident location: 2498 SI IETBY CIR
IS, OSCEOLA, FL 34743 K12

Nature of call as dispatched: Unknown Medical

Nature of call at scene: Cardiac Arrest

Anatomic Location: General/Global) (Organ System: Cardiovascular) ( I' rimary Symptom:
Death ) ( Other Symptom: Change in Responsiveness) ( Condition Code: Respiratory Arrest,

ardiac Arrest- Resuscitation in I' rogress)

isposition: Non- Transport DOA

is was a cardiac arrest.

Etiology: Not Known

itnessed by: Not Witnessed
I esuscitation attempts: Not Attempted- Considered Futile

hockable rhythm: No

20SC: No

ystander CPR Performed

Cr First monitored rhythm: Asystole

Printed By: DONOVAN, JERITM...       Printed: 10/ 31/ 2016 Page 1 o12



Inc# 160009861 Date: 9/ 30/ 2016 EMS ID: 4901; FDID: 26012

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 02: 57 Call Received

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 00: 00 Incident Onset Time

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 03: 48 Time Dispatched

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 04: 41 Time En route

9/ 30/ 201611: 09:09 First Responder Arrives

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 09: 29 Arrive Location

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 10: 00 Patient Contact

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 44:34 Time Available

espouse to scene: Lights and Sirens

sad Crew Member: KLEMM, KRISTOI' H ER EMT- Paramedic( I' MD521231)

rew Member 2: KAHI. E, MATTHEW EMT-Basic ( EMT535677)

Assisting
ENGINE 12 Dispatched: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 05: 05 En route: 09/ 30/ 201611: 06: 31 At Scene

9/ 30/ 2016 11: 09: 09 Available: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 32: 51; SAFETY 1 Dispatched: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 05: 05

En route: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 05:30 At Scene: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 16: 07 Available: 09/ 30/ 2016 11: 48: 08;

KENNARD, JUSTIN EMT- Paramedic ( PMD519953) on ENGINE 12; CARRUTH, ( NOMAS

EMT- Paramedic ( PMD14454) on ENGINE 12; SI' RENGER, DEVIN EMT- I' aramedic

PMD524435) on ENGINE 12;

Local

NFIRS

Exposure 4: 000 Incident Type: 321 EMS call. Includes calls when the patient refuses

reatment. Excludes vehicle accident with injury (322) and pedestrian struck (323). Action
Taken: 33 Provide advanced life support ( ALS)

N None

rroperty Use: 419 1 or family dwelling
2ESI' ONDING UNITS:

Suppression IApparatus: 1 Personnel: 31

EMS j Appa ra to s: 1 Personnel: 21

Other I Apparatus: I Personnel: l I
Human Factors Involved: N None

Other Factors Involved: N None

Impression: 16 Cardiac arrest There were no pulses on transfer. Condition of Patient: 2

Remained Same

Census Tract:

Crew Signatures

Signed by KLEMM, KRISTOPHER EMT- Paramedic ( PMD521231) at 09/ 30/ 2016 16: 38: 53

Created with Emergency- Pro; Copyright* 1994- 2012 @ommcd Systems International Inc.

Printed By: DONOVAN. JIER FM...       Printed: I 0/ 31/ 2016 Page 2 of2
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Memorandum a='       '_
To:     Battalion Hunter

From:  Kristopher Klemm

CC:    LL Thomas Carruth

Date:   Sept 30°i, 2016

Re:     Run# 16( X109861

El2 RI2 responded to a no code no vitals.  When R I2 mixed on scene we saw the

pt' s sister outside of the home crying and screamine for us to help her brother.  As I
walked into the pt' s room I noticed the pt was deceased.  While I was doing pt. care

my Lt. advised me that R12 had responded to him the night before.  I could hear her
yelling " they didn' t even connect him to the monitor" from outside the room.  After
talking to her further she told me she had called last night because she had Found him
in the laundry room unconscious, but by the time ED came to the house he was wake
and A& Ox 4, aid didn' t want to go to the hospital.

Page I of I



Memorandum
r

To:      BC D. Hunter

From:  Devin Sprenger D ' S -

CC:

Date:   9/ 30/ 2016

Re:     RR# 160009861

While on above call, Pts sister met us in the driveway very distraught and emotional
saying that the Pt was not breathing and that she did compressions as instructed. Ell
R12 crew walked inside to find obviously deceased Pt. While inside with the Pt, the
sister of the PI did mention that they called 911 last night and that a rescue crew did
respond to the residence. Once Pt declared dead. I exited the residence and did note
hear any more of what the Pts sister had said.

Page 1 of I



Memorandum t

To:      BC D. I hinter

From:  Engineer J. Kennard

CC:

Date:   September 30, 2016

Re:     Call# 9861

E12 responded with Rescue 12 to a possible no code. no vitals. Upon arrival the

sister was screaming in the front yard for us to help him. I walk in behind Lt. Carruth
with the airway bag to find the obviously deceased patient lying on the bed. The
patient was moved to the floor by paramedic Klemm and myself. While attempting
lifesaving interventions the sister began to scream " The paramedics came last night
and that they didn' t even take vitals". That was the last interaction I had with the
sister.

Page I of I



Memorandum
f

To:      B. C. Duane Hunter

From:  Lt. T.C. Camrch

CC:     [ Click here and type named

Date:   September 30'112016

Re:     Run# 9861

Engine 12 Rescue 12 Safety 1 responded to Shelby Circle reference possible signal 7.
On arrival we found the patient to he obviously deceased as evidenced by dependent
lividity. The deceased' s sister stated that the fire department had been there the night
before reference him passing out and that they " didn' t even take vitals".  She stated
that he was awake when the paramedics arrived and that he did not want to go to the
hospital.  She also commented that her brother had mentioned that he had not slept in

four days which is why he was so tired. She stated that the last time she saw him was
at approximately 0130 as he went to sleep after the lire department left.  Please let me
know if you need anything further.

Page I of I
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Memorandum t

To:      Chief Hunter

From: Matthew Kahle hik
CC:    Lt. Carruth

Date:   September 30, 2016

Re:     Run# 9861

Responded to a possible no code no vitals.  Upon arrival, patient' s family member

was outside in the front yard screaming that he was not breathing.  As we made our
way inside we proceeded to the back bedroom and found all unresponsive male. The
female family member was in the kitchen/ dining room arca screaming and crying.
After determining that the patient was deceased, the female family member was
advised and she began screaming and crying.  Family member was then escorted by
PD officer to other room and was interviewed by PD and other FD members.

Page I of I



a Alit
Memorandum r

To:      LI'. Dan Dodd

From:  FF/PM Allen Savoie411:77,,

CC:    B.C. Jeremy Christ

Date:   October 2"`, 2( 116

Re:     Statement

RESCUE 12 Responded to#### Shelby Court for report of an unconscious person.

Rescue 12 Arrived on scene and was greeted by a female who stated she found her
brother passed out in the laundry room. She stated her brother has been working a lot
of hours lately and has had very little sleep. She advised us that he woke up and went
into the master bed room.

Rescue 12 entered the bedroom and made eye contact with well- dressed late 30' s
male subject sitting upright in bed. The malc subject right away apologized that his
sister called 911 and stated that he is fine and wanted no medical attention.  I asked
the subject what happened and he stated his sister found him sleeping in laundry
room. The subject seems embarrassed while explaining. The subject states he is
employed as a cook and has worked the past several days working long hours with
little sleep. I asked the subject if he had any medical conditions or concerns and he
abruptly stated again that he had no medical concerns or complaints. The Subject
stated that he wanted to come home relax and get sonic rest.

His sister interrupted and asked if we could check the subject' s vital signs for her
peace of mind.

I kneeled down to assess the subject' s radial pulse and asked if assessment was ok
and he pulled his wrist away stating " look guys really, I' m line... I just need some
rest". The subject made intense eye contact several times with the sister. I stood hack
and I told the subject that I wanted to ask him some simple questions like" What year
is it".  The subject answered all question appropriately and was of sound mind. I
again asked the subject while openly looking at the sister if anything at all was wrong
and offered treatment and transport to local ER. The subject smiled and stated no and
thanked us for being in our line of work and for coming out anyway.

As Rescue 12 packed up to clear the scene I advised if anything changes not to
hesitate to call us back.

Page I of I
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Memorandum putt .

To:      Lt./ Ride- up BC Jeremy Christ

From:  Firefighter/ Prat Brad Niederprucm

CC:     Lt. Mark Bcsser

Date:   October 2nd, 2016

Re:     Run number 9853

R I2 responded emergency to run number 9853. Upon arrival on scene I brought the
stretcher, ainvay bag and laptop into the house. Made entry into bedroom and patient
was sitting up on bed. Patient said he did not call 911, that his sister called 911.
Patient said he did not need medical attention or want to be transported to the

hospital. Patient said he had been working a lot of hours and was only getting about
two hours of sleep a night.  Patient said he was just tired and had no medical
complaint. Patient was alert and oriented. Patient answered all questions that the

paramedic asked him correctly.  Paramedic asked patient if he wanted to go to
hospital and patient said he did not want to he transported to the hospital by
ambulance. Patient also said he did not want to have his vital signs checked. Patient
was informed to call 911 if he had any medical complaints. I took the stretcher and
equipment back to RI 2. R12 returned to service and quarters.

Page 1 of I



City of Kissimmee Fire Department 09^ sky

Office of the Fire Chief l ;  o

101 N Church Street

Kissimmee, Florida 34741- 5054
a4

407) 518- 2202 • FAX ( 407) 518-2320

October 5, 2016

Firefighter/PM Allen Savoie

3748 Briarwood Estates Circle

St. Cloud, FL 34742

RE: Notice of Administrative Investigation

Firefighter Savoie:

This letter shall serve as official notice that a formal Administrative Investigation has been
ordered by the Fire Chief Jim Walls for possible violation of the Osceola County EMS Protocols
and KFD SOG 200. 15 Incident Reporting in relation to " no patient" EMS reports you have
completed over the month of September; specifically incident# 160009853 on September 30,
2016 at 2498 Shelby Circle. Based on the findings of this formal investigation, you could be
subject to discipline, up to, and including termination.

This formal Administrative Investigation will be conducted in accordance with Florida State
Statute 112. 82 ( Firefighter Bill of Rights) and City of Kissimmee Administrative Rules and
Regulations. I will be the investigating officer in this investigation. If I determine it necessary,
you will be notified in writing when and where your interrogation related to this investigation will
be conducted with sufficient notice so that you may arrange for a union representative to be
present if you choose to have one.

In an effort to allow me to conduct my investigation without distractions, you are hereby ordered
not to discuss, mention, or communicate anything related to this investigation with any member
of the Department( excluding Union representation) or any other potential witness until the
conclusion of this investigation.

Attached you will find a blank copy of the Firefighter Bill of Rights as well as a Receipt of this
Notice of Investigation. Please sign both and return to me via your Chain- of-Command.

Respectfully,esspectfully,

Jeremy F. Donovan
Deputy Fire Chief

V



City of Kissimmee Fire Department zs, o„

Office of the Fire Chief

101 N Church St., Suite 200 pMow t C N
Kissimmee, Florida 34741- 5054 e-  w , =

407) 518- 2222 • FAX ( 407) 933- 8604

October 5, 2016

I, Firefighter/ PM Allen Savoie, have received a copy of the Notice of Formal
Investigation dated October 5, 2016.

C

Signature Date

0- crt! l

Witnessed by Date

V



Kissimmee Fire Department

Firefighter Bill of Rights

Florida Statute Chapter 112. 82 provides in part, the following rights for a firefighter.

Whenever a firefighter is subjected to an interrogation, such interrogation shall be conducted pursuant to the terms

of this section.

1) The interrogation shall take place at the facility where the investigating officer is assigned, or at the facility which

has jurisdiction over the place where the incident under investigation allegedly occurred, as designated by the

investigating officer.

2) No firefighter shall be subjected to interrogation without first receiving written notice of sufficient detail of the

investigation in order to reasonably apprise the firefighter of the nature of the investigation. The firefighter shall be
informed beforehand of the names of all complainants.

3) All interrogations shall be conducted at a reasonable time of day, preferably when the firefighter is on duty, unless
the importance of the interrogation or investigation is of such a nature that immediate action is required.

4) The firefighter under investigation shall be informed of the name, rank, and unit or command of the officer in charge
of the investigation, the interrogators, and all persons present during any interrogation.

5) Interrogation sessions shall be of reasonable duration and the firefighter shall be permitted reasonable periods for
rest and personal necessities.

6) The firefighter being interrogated shall not be subjected to offensive language or offered any incentive as an
inducement to answer any questions.

7) A complete record of any interrogation shall be made, and if a transcript of such interrogation is made, the
firefighter under investigation shall be entitled to a copy without charge. Such record may be electronically recorded.

8) An employee or officer of an employing agency may represent the agency, and an employee organization may

represent any member of a bargaining unit desiring such representation in any proceeding to which this part applies. If a
collective bargaining agreement provides for the presence of a representative of the collective bargaining unit during
investigations or interrogations, such representative shall be allowed to be present.

9) No firefighter shall be discharged, disciplined, demoted, denied promotion or seniority, transferred, reassigned, or

otherwise disciplined or discriminated against in regard to his or her employment, or be threatened with any such

treatment as retaliation for or by reason solely of his or her exercise of any of the rights granted or protected by this
part.

I, Allen Savoie have read and understand my rights granted to me by Florida Statues 112. 82. I understand the nature

of the investigation and know the names of all complainants.

Firefighter' s Signature 7'      — Date: / a - 7 Time:  // 7/ 4 1

U':Common/ Fire/ Farms/ Farms by Number/ KRD0038- Fire Fighter Bill at Rights( Last Updated 04/ 28/ 09)
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City of Kissimmee Fire Department
Office of the Fire Chief f/W 1^-; c ?\
101 N Church Street

Kissimmee, Florida 34741- 5054 7
407) 518- 2202 • FAX ( 407) 518- 2320

October 24, 2016

Firefighter/ PM Allen Savoie

3748 Briarwood Estates Circle

St. Cloud, FL 34742

RE: Notice of Administrative Investigation Interrogation

FF Savoie:

This letter shall serve as official notice that the formal administrative investigation as ordered by
the Fire Chief regarding your alleged violation of the Osceola County EMS Protocols and KFD
SOG 200. 15 Incident Reporting in relation to " no patient" EMS reports you have completed over
the month of September is underway. This formal Administrative Investigation is being
conducted in accordance with Florida State Statute 112. 82 ( Firefighter Bill of Rights) and City of
Kissimmee Administrative Rules and Regulations. You have already been issued your
Firefighter Bill of Rights. I am the investigating officer.

You are hereby ordered to report to Fire Admin on the 2i4 Floor of City Hall for interrogation
relating to this investigation on Wednesday, October 26, 2016 at 1030 hours. You may arrange
for a union representative to be present if you choose to have one.

You are hereby ordered not to discuss, mention, or communicate anything related to this
investigation with any member of the KFD ( excluding Union representation) or any other
potential witness until the conclusion of this investigation.

Respectfully,

Jeremy F. Donovan
Deputy Fire Chief

Se



FF/ PM Savoie October 2016 Investigation— Interrogation Questions

1.  This interrogation is being electronically recorded, and for the purpose of identification of everyone
present in the room, please state your name and rank for the record.

NOTE: If there is a union rep, read " The union representative' s role today is to simply ensure this
interrogation is conducted within the guidelines established in the Florida Firefighter Bill of Rights.

The rep is not here to act as an attorney, advisor, or answer any questions being asked for the
firefighter being investigated."

2.  Have you been provided a written copy of the Notice of Investigation and the allegations?

3.   Have you been provided with a copy of the Firefighter Bill of Rights related to conducting

interrogations associated with this investigation?

4.  Do you understand that you are required to be honest, truthful and forthcoming with all answers

that are asked of you?

5.   Have you discussed anything related to this incident or investigation after being notified of your

pending interrogation, with the acceptation of your union rep?

6.  I want to make you aware that at the conclusion of this investigation, everything including this
interrogation will be subject to Florida Public Records laws.

7.   Do you have any questions before we begin?

8.   Do you remember writing report 160009853 on Sept 30, 2016?

9.  Why did you not include the details from your Oct 2" d memo in the original Narrative of 160009853?

10. Let look at Incident 160009849. Do you remember this call? Can you describe what you found on
scene of this call?

11. Now let' s look at 160009756. Why did you go back 7 days later and add 2 different modifications to

the narrative?

a.   Aren' t those modifications related to report 160009849?

b.   Why wouldn' t you write them correctly in the first place?

c.   Have you gone back and modified any other reports?

d.   Who gave you direction to do so?

12. Are you aware SOG 200. 15, specifically 200. 15. 09& 200. 15. 15 ( read them)?

13. Are you aware of Osceola EMS Protocols, specifically Page 1, items 1- 5 then reiterated in the Refusal

of Care section ( read)?

14. Do you recall the E- Pro 5. 0 training conducted by Chief Hunter earlier this year?
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FF/ PM Savoie October 2016 Investigation— Interrogation Questions

a Do you recall this slide and her discussion about the liability of poor report righting?

15. Are you aware of the City Group 1 offense in the Discipline Policy that states; " Negligence in
performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard Operating Procedure ( S. O. P.), including below
standard productivity or workmanship."?

16. Are you aware of the City Group 2 offense in the Discipline Policy that states; " Repetitive negligence
in performing assigned duties or departmental Standard Operating Procedure ( 5. 0.P.), including
below standard productivity and workmanship."?

17. Are you aware of the City Group 3 offense in the Discipline Policy that states; " Falsification of
personal or City records, including employment applications, accident records, work records,
purchase orders, time sheets, state or federally required forms, or any other report, record, or

application.."?

18. Each of the following questions are Yes or No questions, so please answer as either" Yes" or" No."

a.   Do you see where your failure to properly document these patient refusals and your

subsequent attempts add more documentation to these PCRs could be considered a

violation of KFD SOG 200. 15 and Osceola County EMS Protocols?

b.   Do you see where your failure to properly document these patient refusals could be

considered a violation of City Policy 22. 2 A. 4. which states in part " negligence in
performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard Operating Procedure ( S. O. P.),"

c.   Do you see where your attempts to add more documentation to these PCRs well after

the fact could be considered a violation of City Policy 22. 2 C. 4. which states in part

Falsification of City records or any other report, record..."?

19. Do you have anything else to add?

CONCLUSION:

20. Did you understand all of the questions that I have asked you today?

21. Are there any questions that you were not completely truthful with me about?

22. Are there any answers that you have given that you want to change before we conclude?

23. You understand that once you leave, you will not be able to change the answers that you have given
here today?

24. Do you understand you are not to discuss these questions or anything related to this investigation
with anyone else until I conclude my investigation into this matter?

25. Were you threatened, coerced, or offered any incentive whatsoever today related to the testimony

that you gave today?
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FF/ PM Savoie October 2016 Investigation— Interrogation Questions

26. Do you have any questions related to this interrogation before I turn off the recorder and conclude
this interview?

Page of



City of Kissimmee Fire Department 20015Standard Operating Guidelines

Title:  Incident Reporting Effective Date: 06- 08- 2015

Revision Date: N/ A

Replaces:  All Previous

n   - Total Pages:  3

Fire Chief' s Approval:   J,/-/,--'/'/! (4

Purpose:  To establish a procedure for City of Kissimmee Fire Department  ( Department)
personnel to follow when completing required Fire and EMS documentation of an
emergency incident.

Scope:     It is the responsibility of all personnel to be familiar with this policy.

General:   On every dispatched call a Fire Incident Report shall be completed. For calls involving
patient care and/ or contact, an EMS Patient Care Report ( PCR) shall be completed.

Guideline:

Procedure

200. 15. 01 A computer generated Fire Incident Report shall be prepared for every call to which an
apparatus is dispatched through the CAD by Fire Dispatch.

200. 15. 02 The electronic fire reporting system utilizes the NFIRS ( National Fire Incident Reporting
System).  All reports should include a narrative comment as needed.  The additional

information will help to complete the report.   Narratives should be written in proper
English utilizing proper spelling, capitalization and punctuation.

Fire Reports

200. 15. 03 The Company Officer of the first arriving unit shall be responsible for the completion of
the fire report.  He may designate an individual to enter the reports, but the Company
Officer is ultimately responsible for the content and the completion of these reports.  All
reports must be completed prior to personnel completing their shift.

NOTE: It is imperative that the most accurate code is used in all NFIRS fields. For

example, the use of" catch all" incident type codes such as ° 700— False Alarm Other" or

300— Rescue/ EMS, Other" should never be used. If you are unsure what code to use,

check with the Battalion Chief and/ or Deputy Fire Chief.

200. 15. 04 For all structure fires a drawing of the structure shall be completed, scanned, and
included with the fire report in Documed as an " attachment."

200. 15. 05 It is the responsibility of the on- duty Battalion Chief to review all fire reports no later than
the end of their following shift.  EMS reports should also be reviewed to ensure
completion only.
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200. 15. 06 The Deputy Fire Chief or his/ her designee will periodically review fire incident reports for
content and completeness.

200. 15.07 Each month the Deputy Fire Chief or his/ her designee shall compile the NFIRS data
required by the State Fire Marshal' s office and electronically forward this report to
his/ her office.

EMS Patient Care Report

200. 15. 08 All Operations Division personnel shall know how to fully document an emergency

medical incident using the provided software program available on the station and/ or
hand held computers.  The responsibility for the completion of the report shall be placed
upon the individual in charge of primary patient care or their designee.   The person

completing the EMS report shall also complete the NFIRS portion of the patient care
report.

200. 15. 09 A patient shall be identified as any person for whom a Fire Department unit was
dispatched to provide care.

200. 15. 10 An abbreviated report either done on the hand held computer or the EMS worksheet,

shall be completed and left at the receiving hospital at the time the patient is tumed over
to them.   The abbreviate report shall include any patient information obtained, vital
signs  ( time stamped),  pertinent medical history and any treatment ( time stamped)
provided to the patient.

200. 15. 11 A complete and accurate patient care report shall be completed and available upon

request within 24 hours of the time the vehicle was originally dispatched in response to
the request for emergency medical assistance.    All patient care reports shall be
completed prior to personnel completing their shift.

200. 15. 12 In the event that a rescue unit has requested mutual aid from another agency for the
transport of a patient from a medical incident, and our Engine/ Tower arrives first and

begins patient care, it will be the responsibility of the Officer on the apparatus that
responded to assure that a patient care report is generated for that call.   The only

exception would be if the responding mutual aid rescue arrives first on scene and
initiates patient care. However, in all cases, and incident report is required.

200. 15. 13 All patient information collected,   i. e.   EMS worksheet and copies of patient' s

identification,  shall be turned in to Administration to become part of the patient' s

permanent record.

200. 15. 14 An EKG strip shall be uploaded into Documed from the Lifepak at the time of the
incident.   Care shall be taken to ensure the correct strip is attached to the correct
incident.

200. 15. 15 Each patient care report shall contain a descriptive narrative that accurately reports the
events of the incident.  The Narrative should be written in proper English utilizing proper

capitalization and spelling.  Narratives should follow the S. O. A. P. format as outlined in
the Osceola County EMS protocols.   Only abbreviations approved for use should be
utilized in the narrative.

Reporting Responsibility
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200. 15. 16 The Company Officer shall insure that all EMS reports are completed in a timely
manner and ensure that all ECG/ LifePak information has been uploaded into Documed.

The Officer shall ensure that all fields of the report have been accurately completed.  If

any discrepancies are noted the Officer shall have the report writer correct those errors.
Once the errors are corrected the Company Officer shall close the report.

200. 15. 17 The Safety Officer or their designee shall review all EMS reports for accuracy and for
quality assurance.

200. 15. 18 If a report is found to have errors in the alarm or biographical areas, notation of the error

will be reported by the Safety Officer.  A consistent pattern of error will result in remedial
education for the employee involved.

200. 15. 19 If a major problem with the quality of care or a deviation from protocol occurs, the
Safety Officer shall notify the Health and Safety Division.   The discrepancy will be
discussed with the Medical Director to determine a course of action.  The Health and

Safety Division will keep the Company Officer and Battalion Chief apprised of the issue
and the determination of the Medical Director.

200. 15. 20 The Health and Safety Chief or his/ her designee shall periodically review random EMS
incident reports for completeness and accuracy.

200. 15. 21 The Health and Safety Chief or his/ her designee shall compile the data necessary for
the quarterly report and monthly submission to the Department of Health, Bureau of
EMS in accordance with FAC 64J- 1.

Unauthorized Access, Security/ Confidentiality, or Alteration of Reports

200. 15. 22 Unauthorized access of a fire or EMS report to alter or maliciously destroy a report will
result in disciplinary action.

200. 15. 23 Any EMS report containing any patient information is to be considered confidential and
should be treated with care.   All efforts should be made to comply with HIPAA
guidelines concerning confidentiality of patient records.  All personnel should strive to
protect the identity and medical issues regarding any patient we contact.

200. 15. 24 In accordance with Florida Statute Section 401. 30 records on emergency calls that
contain patient examination or treatment information shall have a privileged and

confidential status and shall not be disclosed without the consent of the person to whom

they pertain. Appropriate disclosure may be made without such consent to:

01 Hospital personnel for use in conjunction with the treatment of the patient

02 The Medical Director of the Department

03 The Medical Examiner' s Office, or

04 In any civil or criminal action, unless otherwise prohibited by law, upon the issuance
of a subpoena from a court of competent jurisdiction and proper notice to the party

seeking such records, to the patient or their legal representative.

tio
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Osceola County EMS System

General Principles of Medical Care

The following measures shall be applied to promote prompt and efficient

emergency medical care to all patients:

1.  The safety of EMS personnel is paramount. Each scene must be evaluated for hazards upon
arrival, and throughout patient care. Assess the need for additional resources as soon as

possible after arrival.

2.   Proper personal protective equipment and body substance isolation must be utilized according

to agency and industry standards.

3.   A patient shall be considered any person who is:

Requesting ( or has had a request made on their behalf) medical attention or medical assistance

of any kind

In obvious need of medical attention or medical assistance

Likely to have sustained an injury from an incident or accident
4.  A patient encounter shall be considered any event where EMS interaction has occurred with any

patient as defined above and/ or where signs and symptoms, or a patient complaint, result in

evaluation or treatment.

5.  All patients in the care of EMS shall be offered transport by ambulance to the nearest appropriate
hospital or other protocol based destination. In the event a patient refuses transport,

a properly executed refusal process must be completed.
6.  An EMS patient care report will be generated at the conclusion of each patient encounter.

A complete copy, or the approved abbreviated report, must be left with the receiving facility ro

at the time of transport. No copies or patient information will be given to anyone other rroo

than those covered by Florida Statute, and other applicable laws, without written permission
from the patient or their surrogate.

7.   Crews must be prepared for immediate medical interventions, appropriate for the call level

e. g., defibrillation, airway management, etc.), upon initial patient contact.
8.   Upon arrival at a scene where patient care is being rendered by an initial EMS responding Fri

crew, all subsequent arriving EMS crews should immediately engage the on scene crew. The O

goal is to determine the status of assessment and seamlessly assist in patient care.
9.   Prior to the transfer of patient care between crews, the EMT/ paramedic rendering initial

ro

care should directly interface with the EMT/ paramedic assuming care, to ensure all pertinent 0-

informationinformation is conveyed.   cu

10. For all 911 calls where EMTs and paramedics are in attendance, patient care decisions

shall be performed by the paramedic.   
w

11. The paramedic should decide within 3 minutes after patient contact if advanced life support
N

ALS( measures will be needed. Perform a more comprehensive exam after the patient

has been stabilized.

12. Generally, initial assessment and therapy should be completed within 10 minutes after patient
contact. Except for extensive extrication, or atypical situations, trauma or any" alert" patients

STEMI, CPAP, Stroke) patients should be enroute to a receiving facility within 10 minutes; HAZMAT
alert would be the only exception to this criteria. All other patients should be enroute to a receiving

facility within 15 minutes.
13. For all patients in cardiac arrest, call into your dispatcher the" patient contact/ working code' at the

time of initial patient contact.

14. Whenever possible, obtain verbal consent prior to initiating treatment; respect the patient' s

privacy and dignity.

15. Prior to the administration of any medication, assess for allergies. If any questions arise in

reference to medication allergies, contact Medical Control prior to giving any medication.

Contact Medical Control for Additional Orders if Needed
ids
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Osceola County EMS System

Refusal of Medical Care

General Guidelines for Patient Refusal of Treatment and/ or Transport

A patient shall be considered any person who is:

Requesting( or has had a request made on their behalfQmedical attention or medical assistance
of any kind
In obvious need of medical attention or medical assistance

Likely to have sustained an injury from an incident or accident

All patients shall be assessed and offered transport by ambulance to the nearest
appropriate hospital, regardless of the nature of the complaint

In the event a patient, or their custodian, refuses transport to the hospital, a properly
executed refusal process must be completed

To provide " informed refusal of medical care a person must be one of the following:
a 18 years of age

A court emancipated minor

A legally married person of any age

An unwed pregnant female c 18 yo, when the medical issue relates to her pregnancy

A parent ( of any age) on behalf of their child when the refusal of care does not put the
child at risk

Other relatives who may refuse care on behalf of a minor when parent unavailable:

Step- parent Adult sibling
Grandparent Adult aunt or uncle

Consider Medical Control contact in cases when the parent cannot be contacted

Assure patients understand the risks of refusal, which may include death or disability or injury to self or y
others o

Assessing Decision Making Capacityro
ro

Decision making capacity is a clinical judgment that must be made, and documented, on every CIJ

refusal. Many conditions can alter decision making capacity, including intoxication, poisoning,    tof1
closed head injuries, stroke and psychiatric disease. When conducting the assessment, take the

patient' s normal baseline into account. The goal is to be reasonably certain the patient can
make an informed decision at the time they refuse EMS care or transport.

In addition to vital signs, all of the following must be assessed and documented:

Orientation:  All patients undergoing the refusal process must he awake, alert and
oriented to time, person, place and situation. Even if the patient is at their baseline,

failure at this step necessitates transport, or involvement of a surrogate.

Gait and/ or Coordination:  Staggering gait, or inability to stand and ambulate may

indicate an impairment that alters decision making capacity.

Speech Pattern:  Slurred, incoherent or otherwise inappropriate speech patterns may

indicate an impairment that alters decision making capacity.
Insight& Judgment:  Determine if the patient expresses good insight into the nature of

their condition, and conveys a reasonable plan to deal with their condition.

Evidence of Psychiatric Decompensation:  Determine if the patient is experiencing suicidal or
homicidal thoughts. Assess for hallucinations or other forms of delusional behavior. Assess

speech for signs of thought disorder.

Contact Medical Control for Additional Orders if Needed
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Osceola County EMS System

Refusal of Medical Care/ Transport Checklist

Patient/ Custodian is awake, alert and oriented to person, place, time and events

Patient/ Custodian is not exhibiting signs or symptoms of a medical condition that may

impair their capacity to make an informed decision:

Does not appear intoxicated, or under the influence of any substance that would

impair their ability to make an informed decision

Gait and coordination are apparently normal, or at baseline

Speech is clear and appropriate, or at baseline

Expresses good insight into the nature of their condition, and has a plan to deal with the

Problem

Patient is not exhibiting evidence of a psychiatric decompensation:
No suicidal or homicidal thoughts or actions

No delusions, hallucinations, or bizarre behavior

Patient/ Custodian has been advised of the risks of refusing transport to the hospital or c

specific treatments offered ( including permanent disability, injury to self/ others and death w

when appropriate)     o,

Patient/ Custodian understands and accepts the risks of refusal a

Patient/ Custodian understands to re- contact 911 should he/ she change their mind and

desire transportation to the hospital Fol

Patient/ Custodian has been advised to contact their primary care physician, or otherwise
seek medical attention, as soon as possible

If indicated in the protocol, Medical Control contact was made

Patient Name ( Print):

Patient Signature:

If patient is a minor, obtain the following:

Parent or Custodian Name ( print):

Parent or Custodian Signature:

Y'   Contact Medical Control for Additional Orders if Needed

Ise
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22. 0 DISCIPLINE

22. 1 Disciplinary Policy

It is the policy of this City that any employee whose behavior is unsatisfactory,
or who violates any of the Administrative Policies and Procedures shall he
subject to disciplinary action.  The City supports a progressive disciplinary
system in an effort to create and maintain a productive, responsive workforce.

When disciplinary action is necessary, it should focus on rehabilitating
employees by discouraging the repetition of past problems and encouraging
employees to perforin their work to the best of their abilities.

22. 2 Groups/ Penalties

The following is a representative list of u[ lenses and a guide for recommended
penalties, which should not be considered exclusive, and is discretionary in

every instance.

A.       Group I Offenses

Discipline: Oral reprimand, written reprimand, or suspension without

pay up to a maximum of three ( 3) days.

1.   Improper or unauthorized use() flock, equipment. or machines.

2.  Wasting time. loitering, leaving assigned work area without
permission, sleeping ( unless authorized, as in the Fire Department).
or otherwise fin ing to perform assigned duties during working
hours.

3.  Taking more than speci lied break time, or combining meals and/ or
break periods.

4.  Negligence in performing assigned duties, or departmental Standard
Operating Procedure( S. O. P.), including below standard
productivity or workmanship.

5.   Rude, disrespectful, abusive or otherwise improper conduct to a
citizen, or fellow employee, while on duty.

6.   Failure to properly record on time sheets hours worked and leave
used, and/ or failure to punch own time card

7.   Abuse of medical leave or chronic tardiness.
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8.   Unsafe or abusive operation of City vehicles or equipment,

violation of safety rules or practices, and/ or creation or contribution

to unsafe or unsanitary conditions in the workplace.

9.   Failure to report a work related accident or injury, or loss or
damage to City property, in a timely manner.

10. Participating in disorderly conduct, including wrestling, throwing
things, scuttling. malicious mischief, and the distraction of others
while on the job.

I I. Misuse of City property, or the property of others, through
inappropriate use.

12. Use of City identification to obtain special discounts, lice
admission, or any other type of preferential treatment, unless
authorized.

13. Removal from City locations of any City property, or property of
another City employee, without authorization.

14. Improper display of City identification or badge that would tend to
mislead the public.

R.       Group II Offenses

Discipline:  Written reprimand, suspension without pay up to a maximum

of five( 5) days, or termination

1.  Threatening, intimidating, provoking or instigating a fight, or
otherwise interfering with fellow employees or supervisors at any
time.

2.  Failure to work overtime. special hours, or special shills once
scheduled, unless otherwise authorized.

3.   For those employees covering a City operation responsible for 24- hour
coverage, failure to determine adequate coverage prior to leaving the
shift.

4.   Repetitive negligence in performing assigned duties or departmental
Standard Operating Procedure( S. O. P.), including below standard
productivity and workmanship.

5.   Repetitive negligence in complying with the Policies and Procedures
of the City.
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6.   Making or publishing false, vicious, or malicious statements
concerning any employee. supervisor, the City. or its operation.

7.  Absence without permission or leave.

K Repetitive unsafe or abusive operation of City vehicles or equipment,
violation of safety rules or practices, and/ or creation of, or contribution

to unsafe or unsanitary condit ions in the workplace.

9.  Failure of City employee to follow medical restrictions issued by a
worker' s compensation or other physician while on or off duty.

10. Failure of City supervisory personnel to adequately perform those
tasks sped lie to their supervisory role, including, but not exclusive oC
timely evaluations, addressing personnel problems, handling
appropriate grievance steps, and verifying time records.

I I. Destroying or damaging City property, or the property o1[ others,
through inappropriate use.

12. Intentional or deliberate delay in the performance of assigned work or
in compliance with written or oral instructions of a supervisor.

13. Disclosure of any confidential information gained through position
with City.

14. Transaction of business as a representative of the City o Kissimmee

with any business entity of which the employee is an officer, director,
agent or member, or in which he/ she owns a controlling interest.

IS. Violation ofthe Vehicle/ Rolling Stock Accident or Incident Policy

16. The finding of guilt or entry of a nolo contendere or guilty plea to a
traffic. violation by an employee while operating a City vehicle.

C.       Group Ill Offenses

Discipline: Suspension without pay for up to ten ( 10) days ( or six( 6) 24-
hour shifts for Fire Department personnel), or termination.

I.  Wanton or willful neglect in the performance of assigned duties.

2.   Deliberate misusing, destroying, or damaging any City property, or the
property of others.
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3.  Receipt from any person or organization of any service, gill, or other
valuable thing, through the course of work. in exchange for giving
favorable treatment or overlooking job responsibilities.

4.   Falsification ofpersonal or City records, including employment
applications, accident records, work records, purchase orders, time

sheets, state or federally required forms, or any other report, record, or
application.

5.   Making false claims, or misrepresentation, in an attempt to obtain
sickness, accident, or workers compensation benefits.

6.  Repetitive failure of a City employee to follow medical restrictions
issued by a worker' s compensation or other physician while on or off
duty.

7.  Reporting for work under the influence ofalcohol or illegal substances
or consuming alcohol or illegal substances during the work shill
including lunch or breaks.

8. Operating a City vehicle within eight ( 8) hours of consuming alcohol or
illegal substances.

9.  Use, distribution, manufacture, or sale o r alcohol or drugs while at

work.

10. Insubordination, either through disrespectful behavior shown towards

any supervisor. or through refusal to perform work assigned, or to

comply with written or oral instructions.

1 I. Unauthorized use or display of firearms, explosives, or weapons.

12. Then of City properly, or the property of another employee.

I 3. Immoral, unlawful, indecent or improper conduct on or off the job

which has an adverse effect upon the employee' s relationships, good

will, or reputation with the public or with fellow employees, or which

has an adverse effect upon the City' s reputation, good will, or ability to
fulfill its public obligations.

14. Abandonment: Being absent from duty for a period of three ( 3)

consecutive working days without proper authorization.

15. Failure to return from an authorized leave of absence
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